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Abstract
Spreadsheet Applications for Materials Science is and set of modules designed for use in materials
science courses.  The modules on x-ray diffraction and x-ray radiography described in this paper
are tutorial-type modules which introduces these topics and presents the students with a series of
spreadsheet-based exercises.  The exercises combine lessons in materials science with
programming-type skills that require the student to learn systematic approachs to solving
problems.

Keywords: x-ray diffraction, Bragg’s law, atomic scattering factor, structure factor, Lorentz-
polarization factor, 5-fingers of quartz, mass absorption coefficient, Beer’s law

Equipment: Microsoft Excel, Corel Quattro Pro or any other modern spreadsheet program.

Prerequisite Knowledge: Basic skills in using spreadsheets, basic knowledge of x-ray
diffraction and x-ray radiography.

Introduction: 
We know from our laboratory courses that many topics in materials science can be better
understood and better appreciated if the students get a chance to work with the material, to solve
problems using the tools available in the laboratory. Spreadsheets are a powerful computational
tool that is already on practically every instructor’s student’s computer.  Spreadsheet
Applications for Materials Science (SAMS) is as set of modules that can be used in much the
same way, but this time the tool is the spreadsheet.  These modules offer the following:

• They provide richer, more engaging exercises than traditional homework assignments.
• They require the use of computers using software that has a very easy learning curve yet

teaches skills that can be transferred to formal programming languages such as Pascal,
FORTRAN and C and symbolic mathematical programs such as Maple, Mathcad and
others.

• The promote the learning of a systematic approach to exploring scientific issues and
solving engineering problems.

The modules that have been developed so far are of two principal types.  The first are tutorials



Figure 1 Screen shot of the Quattro Pro desktop.  The Quattro Pro and Excel tutorials help students (and instructors) get
started using spreadsheets.

that introduce and explore a particular subject.  Examples are tutorials on ionic bonding, x-ray
diffraction and x-ray radiography.  These can be used a supplements to the standard textbook. 
The other type of module is based on laboratory experiments where the student uses spreadsheets
to study a specific phenomena and then to analysis data from an experiment.  Examples of this
type are diffusion of oxygen in titanium, grain growth kinetic in brass, and the Hall-Petch
relationship.  In addition, there are tutorials on the use of Microsoft Excel and Corel Quattro Pro,
(see figure 1) guidelines for creating a structured, readable spreadsheet, and reference cards that
summarize selected features and functions of Excel and Quattro Pro.  See table 1 for a summary
of the contents of these tutorials.

This paper describes the modules on x-ray diffraction and x-ray radiography.  Both are tutorial-
type modules that assume they are the student’s first exposure to the topic.  Each begins with a
brief introduction of the topic and then covers the subject in more depth.  At the end of each
module are a series of spreadsheet exercises.  These begin with simple exercises that may
involve straightforward visualizations of data, such as creating bar charts showing the mass
absorption coefficients of several materials.  Subsequent exercises increase in complexity of
spreadsheet and general problem-solving skills required and the topic itself.  The final exercises
are a set of project-scale problems that ask the student integrate the knowledge and skills gained
from the previous exercises.

X-ray Diffraction:
The objective of the x-ray diffraction module is teach the basics of x-ray diffraction, focusing on
Bragg’s law and the intensity of a diffraction peak.  (See table 2 for a complete list of topics and
their corresponding spreadsheet exercises.  Specific applications will be dealt with in future
modules.)   This module begins with an introduction to the instrument and a description of how
an analysis is performed.  This is done for the benefit of students who have never seen a
diffractometer.   Next, the reflection analogy and Bragg’s law are introduced.  The spreadsheet



Figure 2 Screen shot (montage) of the first two exercises.  By working with simple tables that each perform part of the
calculation one can build readable, manageable and extensible spreadsheets.

exercises associated with this section asks the student to build a spreadsheet that calculates the d-
spacing for any plane in any crystal structure.  Once the d-spacings are available the student can
calculate the Bragg angle for any peak in any structure.  The student is now asked to do this for
the characteristic copper wavelengths plus the wavelengths of other radiation that may be present
in a real diffractometer.  See figure 2 for a screen shot of these exercises.

The rest of this module concentrates on the intensity of the diffraction peaks.  Each of the terms
in the equation 1 is summarized and then the students get to try out each in a series of
spreadsheets and to finally put it all together to calculate the actual intensities in the diffraction
pattern of selected materials.  Comparison to the PDF files should be good.  The remaining
exercises ask the students to calculate and plot the (101) peak and the 5-fingers peaks for quartz,
to import experimental data and compare calculated and measured (figure 3), and to determine
the structure and identity of an unknown material from its diffraction pattern.  The project-scale
exercises ask the student to add instrumental and other artifacts to their calculated diffraction



Figure 3 Calculated 5-fingers section of the diffraction pattern for quartz.

(1)

patterns.

I intensity of the diffraction peak
I0 intensity of the incident radiation
m mass of an electron
c speed of light
8 wavelength of the incident radiation
A cross-sectional area of the incident beam
R diffractometer (goniometer) radius
v volume of the unit cell
|Fhkl| structure factor
p multiplicity factor
2 diffraction angle
e-2M temperature factor (a function of 2)
: linear absorption coefficient

The significance of each of the terms in equation 1 is described in the module.

At the conclusion of this exercise the students should have a very good understanding of the
basics of x-ray diffraction, the factors that effect intensity and parameters used in a real analysis.

X-ray Radiography:
The x-ray radiography module begins with the absorption of x-rays, continues with the
transmission of x-rays and image quality issues and ends with film characteristics and exposing
film.  The goal is to introduce the student to the principles of x-ray radiography as a materials
characterization and inspection technique, but stops short of discussing radiographic practice in
detail.



Figure 4 Plot of mass absorption coefficient as a function of energy.  This plot is produced in an
early spreadsheet exercise in the x-ray radiography module.  An exercise in the projects section of
this module asks the students to analyze this data in terms of its 8-dependence.

The spreadsheet exercises in this module begin with simple visualization exercises such as
creating a bar chart of the mass absorption coefficients of pure elements.  The next few exercises
expand on this by asking the student to calculate and plot the mass absorption coefficients of
alloys and compounds.  These spreadsheets are used in many of the remaining exercises, such as
calculating the intensity of transmitted x-rays through different thicknesses of material and
through a laminated material, estimating the absorption of x-rays in air and the effectiveness of
various shielding materials, and plotting the radiographic sensitivity of a particular film and
imaging situation.  The project-scale exercises at the end of the module begin by asking the
student to evaluate the 8-dependence of the mass absorption coefficient.  They will see that the
well-known 83-dependence is only valid of energies less than 150 keV (figure 4).  In the other
projects the students calculate the transmitted intensity for a sphere, the transmitted intensity and
exposed film density for a more complex shape, and the final project summarizes the variables in
x-ray radiography that the student can use to plan and execute a radiographic exposure.

At the conclusion of this module the student should have a very good understanding of the
principles of x-ray radiography as well as a number of very useful spreadsheets that can be used
in the laboratory or expanded to include other aspects of x-ray diffraction.

Discussion:
Portions of these modules have been used in courses.  In both cases the instructor did not have
the completed modules at the start of class and when they did use them they asked the students to
try only one or two exercises.  This turned out to be more difficult for them than it should have
been.  The exercises in each module build upon each other, both in terms of the spreadsheet
skills required and also the materials science.  While some exercises can be skipped, they work
best when students start with the easiest ones and make their way through the module to where



the instructor thinks is a good place to stop.  The primary reason is that few students have ever
used spreadsheets for more than making simple plots.  The exercises in these modules start at
this point and ask for a little more in each succeeding exercise.

Three student reviewers are also reading through each module and working the exercises so that
they can provide a student’s perspective.  Among the feedback provided so far they say that the
modules indeed work much better if one does not skip exercises.  They also find that the
spreadsheets are useful and will keep them.  Finally, while they find some of the exercises
difficult at first they learn that once they find organize their approach everything gets a lot easier.

The comparison to laboratory experiments made in the introduction also extends to what the
work the students submits looks like.  If they had difficulty organizing their thoughts before they
started working on the spreadsheet, it will usually show in the printout, as it does in laboratory
reports.  For laboratory reports the students are usually given guidelines, a format, and other
advice meant to help them get their ideas straight and to make their work presentable.  Many of
the spreadsheets students submitted were nearly unreadable.  When asked they could explain
how they did the calculations, but they also admitted that it would be difficult for anyone else to
figure it out on their own.  Therefore, guidelines must be given to the students.  A handout titled
“Suggestions and Hints for Building Your Spreadsheets” was developed.  It deals with issues of
organization and readability, gives practical advice on analysis tools such as optimizer and
solver, creating graphs and printing their spreadsheets.  This handout also includes a screen shot,
shown in figure 5, of a model spreadsheet.  Each module also includes screen shots of the first
spreadsheet exercise.  Students start each module with a good concrete picture of what their
spreadsheets might look like.

These and other modules will be available for downloading at

 www.matsci.ucdavis.edu/meier/sams

Other books on the subject of using spreadsheets in chemistry and engineering are listed in the
bibliography.  Many of the experiment modules in [1] are also good subjects for developing
spreadsheet-based exercises.

Conclusions:
The SAMS modules on x-ray diffraction and x-ray radiography provide students and instructors
with computer-oriented teaching resources that can be used as supplements to the course’s
normal text book.  These modules ask the students to work exercises using spreadsheets that they
will find interesting, challenging and useful.  These exercises are designed to provide a fuller
understanding of the subjects through modeling of materials phenomena as well as a systematic
approach to solving engineering problems.



Figure 5 Montage of three screen shots of a single spreadsheet that calculates the lattice energy and density
of three ionic compounds.  This spreadsheet was built in sections and can easily be modified to preform these
calculations for more than three compounds and for other properties.
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Table 1. Topics and Exercises included in the Tutorials Module
Section Content Exercises

Exploring Microsoft Excel (or
Corel Quattro Pro)

Becoming familiar with the
features, options and conventions
used in spreadsheets

1. Exploring Quattro Pro/Excel

Creating a New Spreadsheet Opening and initializing a new
spreadsheet, emphasizing
appearance, organization,
annotation and documentation

2. Creating and Initializing a New
Notebook

Entering Data Entering and formatting numeric,
text, data, currency and other types
of data.  Includes custom
formatting such as progress bars
and text messages such as
“Pass/Fail”

3. Entering and formatting numeric
data
4. Entering and formatting text
5. Formatting cells

Entering Formulas mathematical and logical operators,
precedence of operations, simple
formulas

6. Simple Calculations
7. The cost of cutting class
8. Temperature conversions
9. Currency conversions

Using Functions Introduction to the 500+ functions
available in modern spreadsheets,
focusing on mathematical, logical,
engineering and statistical functions

10. Common functions
11. Common statistical functions
12. Uncommon functions
13. Engineering functions

Working with Tables and Arrays How to set up and use the
table/array structure to perform
calculations

14. Enrollment in engineering
majors
15. Gear ratios and speed of a
bicycle

Importing and Exporting Data Importing and parsing data such as
ASCII data from data loggers,
exporting data and objects

16. Import a comma-separated
variable file
17. Import and parse an ASCII text
file
18. Export as a comma-separated
variable file
19. Export as an ASCII tab-
delimited file
20. Export to other spreadsheet
formats

Charts and Graphs Creating charts and graphs such as
bar and pie charts, line and xy
graphs

21. Currency rates (bar chart)
22. Enrollment statistics (pie chart)
23. Constructive and destructive
interference (xy plot)

Using Advanced Numerical Tools How to use numerical tools such as
sort, solver, optimize, histogram,
etc.

TBA

Using Macros The basics of creating and using
macros

TBA



Adding Form Controls to Your
Project

Adding Windows-style controls
such as buttons, sliders, and combo
boxes

24. Adding a Windows-style slider
controls

Copying and Pasting to and from
other Applications

Copying objects such as graphs,
images, drawings and even tables
to and from other applications

25. Copying and pasting the
contents of a cell to a document
26. Copying and pasting a block of
cells to a document
27. Copying and pasting charts
28. Capturing screen shots

Table 2. Topics and Exercises included in the X-ray Diffraction Module
Section Content Exercises

A Typical X-ray Diffraction
System
A Typical X-ray Analysis

Descriptions of x-ray diffraction
and analyses, for the benefit of
students who have never seen an x-
ray diffractometer

None

Geometry of Diffraction Bragg’s law 1. D-spacings for any crystal
system 
2. Bragg diffraction angles for any
source radiation

Intensity of Diffraction All factors contributing to the 
intensity of the diffraction peaks

3. Structure factor
4. Lorentz-polarization factor
5. Intensity of diffraction peaks

Practical Aspects of X-ray
Diffraction

Unfiltered x-rays, background
counts, counting statistics, peak
shape

6. Multiple peaks from one
reflection
7. K"1 - k"2 splitting
7. 5-fingers of quartz
8. Comparison of measured and
calculated patterns
9. Identifying unknown materials

Projects Exercises that ask the students to
integrate lesson from previous
sections to perform calculations
that explore this topic further or
which reflect real-world situations.

1. Calculated diffraction pattern
2. Calculated diffraction pattern,
include artifacts
3. Calculated diffraction pattern,
include instrumental parameters



Table 3. Topics and Exercises included in the X-ray Radiography Module
Section Content Exercises

Absorption of X-rays Mechanisms of absorption, linear
and mass absorption coefficients,
Z3 and 83 dependence

1. Mass absorption coefficient for
pure materials
2. Mass absorption coefficient as a
function of energy
3. Mass absorption coefficient for
alloys and solutions
4. Mass absorption coefficient for
compounds 

Intensity of Transmitted X-rays Beer’s law 5. I/I0 for elements, alloys and
compounds
6. I/I0 for laminated materials
7. Absorption in air

Image Quality Issues Source-to-film distance, internal
scattering and reflection, geometric
unsharpness, projection
magnification and distortion

8. Image unsharpness and distortion

Exposure Limits (Radiation
Damage)

Exposure, exposure limits,
radiation units

9. Exposure limits

Recording the Image Film, real-time imaging systems,
digitized images, radiographic
sensitivity, recording an image

10. Radiographic sensitivity

X-ray Radiography Spreadsheet
Projects

Exercises that ask the students to
integrate lesson from previous
sections to perform calculations
that explore this topic further or
which reflect real-world situations.

1. Wavelength dependence of the
mass absorption coefficient
2. Estimating mass absorption
coefficients from radiographic
images
3. I/I0 profile of a sphere
4. Calculate a radiographic image
5. Parameters for radiographic
inspection


